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Introduction: The largest known impact structures on the 

Earth (VSC - Vredefort, Sudbury, and Chicxulub) [1, 2] were 
originally formed as impact craters with diameters of 180 - 200 
km. On other terrestrial planets we observe much larger craters 
and impact basins up to thousands of km in diameter. The largest 
of these structures have been formed during the late heavy bom-
bardment period [3], and nowadays the main asteroid belt deliv-
ers only smaller projectiles to planetary crossing orbits. How-
ever, Mead (D~270km), the largest crater on Venus, is younger 
than ~0.5 Ga [4], and a priory we can assume that remnants of 
structures larger than VSC may be found on Earth. 

Motivation: Recent research of the Maniitsoq structure, 
West Greenland [5] opens the problem of the crust and mantle 
structure under craters larger than VSC. The subsurface dynamic 
history (shock level, deformation, and uplift) under Vredefort-
scale craters has previously been modeled [2]. Here we present 
the similar modeling for craters larger than Vredefort but smaller 
than impact basins [6].  

Modeling: The same 2D hydrocode as in [2, 6] is used with 
ANEOS-based equations of state for crust (“granite”) and mantle 
(“dunite”). The thermal gradient is assumed as in [7]. The projec-
tile strikes the surface vertically with the velocity of 15 km s-1. 
The projectile diameter varies from 32 km downward to 14 km 
modeled earlier [2]. Simulated largest craters have diameters 
~400–480 km at the poorly expressed rim crest and more well-
defined apparent diameter Da ~320 km (at the level of pre-impact 
surface). The new feature, not observed in Vredefort modeling 
but in giant basin modeling [6], is the fate of the impact melt 
volume in the transient cavity. The collapse of a Vredefort-sized 
transient cavity lifts the bottom of the impact melt volume up-
ward, while in larger craters the crater collapse compresses it into 
a sub-vertical neck near the center. In above-Vredefort-size mod-
eling the central melt neck is a norm both for “cold” and for 
“hot” targets (see [7] for definitions). At the assumed erosion 
level of 20–25 km as at Maniitsoq the central melted neck after 
the largest modeled impact has a diameter of 40 ( “cold” target) 
up to 90 km (“hot” target). For smaller projectiles the “melted 
neck” diameter decreases toward zero when the whole melted 
zone is located above the erosion level. 

Preliminary results: Although strongly model depended, a 
quantitative structural change is expected for larger-than-
Vredefort impact craters. The presence of impact melt in deeply 
eroded crust may therefore constitute field evidence that a giant 
impact structure was created here. Model-derived estimates for 
rock strain, shock level and variations in pre-impacting crustal 
depth can be used for comparison with field data.  
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